Kingman derived the Ewens sampling formula for random partitions from the genealogy model defined by a Poisson process of mutations along lines of descent governed by a simple coalescent process. Möhle described the recursion which determines the generalization of the Ewens sampling formula when the lines of descent are governed by a coalescent with multiple collisions. In [7] authors exploit an analogy with the theory of regenerative composition and partition structures, and provide various characterizations of the associated exchangeable random partitions. This paper gives parallel results for the further generalized model with lines of descent following a coalescent with simultaneous multiple collisions.
Introduction
Given a large population with many generations, we track backward in time the family history of each individual in the current generation. As we track further, the family lines coalesce with each other, eventually all terminating at a common ancestor of current generation. This model used on biological study for genealogy of haploid type [5] is the prototype of Kingman's theory of random coalescent processes [21, 22, 23] . In Kingman's coalescent [21] , each collision only involves two parts. The idea is extended to coalescent with multiple collisions in [32, 34] where every collision can involve two or more parts. This model is further developed into the theory of coalescent with simultaneous multiple collisions in [26, 37] . See [3, 4, 6, 10, 35, 38, 40] for related developments.
Kingman [23] indicated a connection between random partitions and coalescent processes. Suppose in above haploid model the family line of current generation is modeled by Kingman's coalescent, and the mutations are applied along the family lines according to a Poisson process with rate θ/2 for some non-negative real number θ. Define a partition by saying that two individuals are in the same block if there is no mutation along their family lines before they coalesce. Then the resulting random partition is governed by the Ewens sampling formula with parameter θ. See [29, Section 5.1, Exercise 2] and [2, 28] for review and more on this idea. Recently, Möhle [24] applied this idea to the genealogy tree modeled by coalescents with multiple collisions and simultaneous multiple collisions. He studied the resulting family of partitions, and derived a recursion which determines them. See [25] for more properties of this family.
Dong, Gnedin and Pitman [7] offered a different approach to the family of random partitions generated by Poisson marking along the lines of descent modeled by a coalescent with multiple collisions. In their work, each part of partitions is assigned one of two possible states: active or frozen, and a new class of continuous time partition-valued coalescent processes, namely coalescents with freeze, is introduced. Every coalescent with freeze has a terminal state with all blocks frozen, called the final partition of this process, whose distribution is characterized by Möhle's recursion [24] . In the spirit of [15, 16] , the authors studied the discrete time chains embedded in the coalescent with freeze, and from the consistency of their transition operators they derived a backward recursion satisfied by the decrement matrix, analogous to [15, Theorem 3.3] . This decrement matrix determines the final partition through Möhle's recursion. An integral representation for the decrement matrix was derived using algebraic methods as in [15] . Moreover, adapting an idea from [16] , the authors established a uniqueness result by constructing another Markov chain, with state space the set of partitions of a finite set, whose unique stationary distribution is the law of the final partition restricted to this set.
As noted in [7] , the current paper serves as a supplement with the theory on more general case provided. We focus on the family of partitions generated by Poisson marking along the lines of descent modeled by a Markov coalescent with simultaneous multiple collisions. This family was characterized by the generalized form of Möhle's recursion [24] , while in this paper, parallel analysis as that in [7] is exploited.
Notations and background are introduced in Section 2, together with a review of Möhle's idea. In Section 3, the generalized coalescent with freeze is defined, followed by the connection between this process and the generalized form of Möhle's recursion. Then in Section 4 we study the generalized freeze-and-merge (FM) operators of the embedded finite discrete chain of the coalescent with freeze process, those consistency with sampling gives a backward recursion for the generalized decrement matrix. Also our main result regarding finite partitions is stated. In Section 5 another partitionvalued Markov chain with generalized sample-and-add (SA) operation is introduced, the law of the partition in our study is identified as the unique stationary distribution of this chain. Finally in Section 6 we derive the integral representation for the generalized infinite decrement matrix, our main result regarding infinite partitions is stated. Section 3-6 of this paper can be seen as generalizations of the corresponding sections of [7] .
Notations and background
Following the notations of [7] and [29] , a partition of a finite set F into ℓ blocks, also called a finite set partition, is an unordered collection of non-empty disjoint sets {A 1 , . . . , A ℓ } whose union is F . Partitions of the set [n] := {1, 2, . . . , n} for n ∈ N are of our special interest. Let P [n] be the set of all partitions of [n] . For a positive integer n, a composition of n is an ordered sequence of positive integers (n 1 , n 2 , . . . , n ℓ ) with ℓ i=1 n i = n, where ℓ ∈ N is number of parts. Let C n be the set of all compositions of n, and we use P n to denote the set of non-increasing compositions of n, also called partitions of n.
Take π n = {A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A ℓ } as a generic partition of [n], which we write as π n ⊢ [n]. The shape function from partitions of the set [n] to partitions of the positive integer n is defined by
where |A i | represents the size of block A i which is the number of elements in the block, and "↓" means arranging the sequence of sizes in non-increasing order.
A random partition Π n of [n] is a random variable taking values in P [n] . It is called exchangeable if its distribution is invariant under the action on partitions of [n] by the symmetric group of permutations of [n] . Equivalently, the distribution of Π n is then given by the formula
for some symmetric function p n of compositions of n. p n is called the exchangeable partition probability function (EPPF) of Π n . An exchangeable random partition of N is a sequence of exchangeable set partitions Π ∞ = (Π n ) ∞ n=1 with Π n ⊢ [n], subject to the consistency condition
where the restriction operator | m acts on P [n] , n > m, by deleting elements m + 1, m + 2, . . . , n. The distribution of such an exchangeable random partition of N is determined by the function p defined on the set of all integer compositions C ∞ := ∪ ∞ i=1 C i , which coincides with the EPPF p n of Π n when acting on C n . This function p is called the infinite EPPF associated with Π ∞ . The consistency condition (3) translates into the following addition rule for the EPPF p: for each positive integer n and each composition (n 1 , n 2 , . . . , n ℓ ) of n,
where (n 1 , . . . , n i + 1, . . . , n ℓ ) is formed from (n 1 , . . . , n ℓ ) by adding 1 to n i . Conversely, if a nonnegative function p on compositions satisfies (4) and the normalization condition p(1) = 1, then by Kolmogorov's extension theorem there exists an exchangeable random partition Π ∞ with EPPF p. Similar definitions apply to a finite sequence of consistent exchangeable random set partitions (Π m ) n m=1 with Π m ⊢ [m], where n is some fixed positive integer. The finite EPPF p of such a sequence can be defined as the unique recursive extension of p n by the addition rule (4) to all compositions (n 1 , n 2 , . . . , n ℓ ) of m < n.
Let P ∞ be the set of all partitions of N. We identify each π ∞ ∈ P ∞ as the sequence (π 1 , π 2 , . . .) ∈ P [1] × P [2] × · · · , where π n = π ∞ | n is the restriction of π ∞ to [n] by deleting all elements bigger than n. Give P ∞ the topology it inherits as a subset of P [1] × P [2] × · · · with the product of discrete topologies, so the space P ∞ is compact and metrizable. Following [10, 21, 32] , call a P ∞ -valued stochastic process (Π ∞ (t), t ≥ 0) a coalescent if it has càdlàg paths and Π ∞ (s) is a refinement of Π ∞ (t) for every s < t. For a non-negative finite measure Λ on the Borel subsets of
is for each n a Markov chain such that when Π n (t) has b blocks, each k-tuple of blocks of Π n (t) is merging to form a single block at rate λ b,k , where
When Λ = δ 0 , this reduces to Kingman's coalescent [21, 23, 22] with only binary merges. When Λ is the uniform distribution on [0, 1], the coalescent is the Bolthausen-Sznitman coalescent [4] . A key property of the Λ-coalescent is that the collision rates do not depend on the internal structure of each block, it is therefor natural to seek a more general class of coalescent processes which retain this property and undergo "silmutaneous multiple collisions". This idea is mentioned in [32, Section 3.3] , and the coalescent process with simultaneous multiple collisions is first obtained and characterized in [26] by a sequence of measures, then in [37] Schweinsberg finds a more compact characterization by a single non-negative measure Ξ on the infinite simplex
See [35, 29, 24] for various discussions for this process.
To be more specific, following notations in [37] for generic set partition with b ∈ N blocks, let (k 1 , k 2 , . . . , k r , s) be a sequence of positive integers with s ≥ 0, r ≥ 1, k i ≥ 2 for i = 1, 2, . . . , r, and
. . , k r ; s)-collision to be a merge of b blocks into r + s blocks in which s blocks remain unchanged and the other r blocks contain k 1 , k 2 , . . . , k r of the original blocks. The order of k 1 , k 2 , . . . , k r does not matter. For example, take the original partition as {{1, 3}, {2}, {4}, {5}, {6, 7}, {8}}, then partition {{1, 2, 3, 5}, {4, 6, 7}, {8}} is a (6; 3, 2; 1)-collision of the original partition and also a (6; 2, 3; 1)-collision of the original one. It is clear that for any generic set partition with b blocks, the number of possible (b;
where l j := #{i : k i = j}. Let Ξ be some non-negative finite measure on the infinite simplex with the form Ξ = Ξ 0 + aδ 0 , where Ξ 0 has no atom at zero and δ 0 is a unit mass at zero. A Ξ-coalescent starting from generic infinite partition π ∞ ∈ P ∞ is a P ∞ -valued coalescent (Π ∞ (t), t ≥ 0) with
• for each positive integer n, the restricted process (Π n (t), t ≥ 0) := (Π ∞ (t), t ≥ 0)| n is a P [n] -valued Markov chain such that when Π n (t) has b block, each possible (b; k 1 , k 2 , . . . , k r ; s)-collision happens with rate λ b;k1,k2,...,kr ;s , which is defined as the integral
It is called a standard Ξ-coalescent if the starting state π ∞ = Σ ∞ being the partition of N into singletons.
The measure Ξ which characterizes the coalescent is derived from the consistency requirement, that is for any positive integers 0 < m < n < ∞, and π n ⊢ [n], the restricted process (Π n (t)| m , t ≥ 0) given Π n (0) = π n has the same law as (Π m (t), t ≥ 0) given Π m (0) = π n | m . This condition is fulfilled if and only if the array of rates (λ n;k1,k2,...,kr;s ) satisfies λ n;k1,k2,...,kr;s = r i=1 λ n;k1,...,ki−1,ki+1,ki+1,...,kr;s + sλ n+1;k1,k2,...,kr ,2;s−1 + λ n+1;k1,k2,...,kr;s+1 (9) where we say sλ n+1;k1,k2,...,kr,2;s−1 = 0 when s = 0 although it is undefined, so that the right hand side makes sense. The integral representation (8) can be derived from (9) and exchangeability arguments [37] .
Möhle [24] studied the following generalization of Kingman's model [23] . Take a genetic sample of n individuals from a large population and label them as {1, 2, . . . , n}. Suppose the ancestral lines of these n individuals evolve by the rules of a Λ-coalescent (Ξ-coalescent in general), and that given the genealogical tree, whose branches are the ancestral lines of these individuals, mutations occur along the ancestral lines according to a Poisson point process with rate ρ > 0. The infinite-manyalleles model is assumed, which means that when a gene mutates, a brand new type appears. Define a random partition of [n] by declaring individuals i and j to be in the same block if and only if they are of the same type, that is either i = j or there are no mutations along the ancestral lines of i and j before these lines coalesce. These random partitions are exchangeable, and consistent as n varies. The EPPF of this random partition is the unique solution p with p(1) = 1 of Möhle's recursion. In this paper, we focus on the general case with the ancestral lines modeled by a Ξ-coalescent.
In order to write out Möhle's recursion [24, Theorem 5.1] of the general case in a form which fits our treatment better, we introduce some notations: given a generic composition (n 1 , n 2 , . . . , n ℓ ) of positive integer n and a positive integer set {k 1 , . . . , k r } with r ≥ 1, k 1 , . . . , k r ≥ 2, r j=1 k j ≤ n, let each n i choose some k j 's from {k 1 , . . . , k r }. Denote the index set of those k j 's chosen by n i as
and it is Ø when n i chooses nothing. The choices must satisfy
• every k j can only be chosen by one n i ;
So every such choice can be represented by a sequence of index sets
We write elements in η i as η i(1) , η i(2) , . . ., and use the notation
to denote the set of all possible choices, especially we identify two choices η 1 and η 2 if for each i,
This eliminates some trivial repetition caused by the indexing of {k 1 , . . . , k r }. For example, in our definition H (6, 3) {3,3,3} contains only one choice ({1, 2}, {3}), which is considered as the same as ({2, 3}, {1}) or ({1, 3}, {2}).
With these notations, we write Möhle's recursion as
where ( n j ) is formed from (n 1 , n 2 , . . . , n ℓ ) by deleting part n j , |η i | is the number of elements in η i and the second sum on the right hand side is over all integer sets {k 1 , . . . , k r } with r ≥ 1,
where
in which the last sum is over all multisets {k 1 , . . . , k r } with r ≥ 1, k 1 , . . . , k r ≥ 2, r i=1 k i ≤ b, and λ b;k1,k2,...,kr;s 's are defined as the integral (8) . The meaning of these notations are obvious: suppose at some time t ≥ 0, a finite Ξ-coalescent freezing at rate ρ has b active blocks, then Φ(b : 1) is the total rate at which some active block freezes; Φ(b; k 1 , k 2 , . . . , k r ; s) is the total rate of a (b; k 1 , k 2 , . . . , k r ; s)-collision, and Φ(b) is the total rate of changing state. If we look at its embedded discrete jump chain, q(b : 1), q(b; k 1 , k 2 , . . . , k r ; s) are the transition probabilities of these two kinds of events, respectively.
Möhle [24] derived the recursion (12) by conditioning on whether the first event met tracing back in time from the current generation is a mutation or collision. On the left side of (12), p(n 1 , n 2 , . . . , n ℓ ) is the probability of ending up with any particular partition π n of the set [n] into ℓ blocks of sizes (n 1 , n 2 , . . . , n ℓ ). On the right side, q(n : 1) is the chance that starting from the current generation, one of the n genes mutates before any collision; for this to happen together with the specified partition of [n], the individual with this gene must be chosen from those among the singletons of π n , with chance 1/n for each different choice, and after that the restriction of the coalescent process to a subset of [n] of size n − 1 must end up generating the restriction of π n to that set. Similarly, q(n : k 1 , . . . , k r ; n − r j=1 k j ) is the chance that the first event met is a (n : k 1 , . . . , k r ; n − r j=1 k j )-collision. By the definition, each element η in H (n1,...,n ℓ ) {k1,...,kr} represents a class of ways of grouping singleton blocks to perform a (n : k 1 , . . . , k r ; n − r j=1 k j )-collision such that it is possible for the resulting partition to have block sizes {n 1 , n 2 , . . . , n ℓ }. Given each η, there are still various possibilities due to the different grouping scheme inside each block with sizes n i , this is where the factor (18) in (12) comes from. Conditioning on a particular selection, the restriction of the coalescent process to some set of n − r i=1 k i + r lines of descent must end up generating a particular partition of these n − r i=1 k i + r lines into sets of sizes
The multiplication of various probabilities is justified by the strong Markov property of the Ξ-coalescent at the time of the first event, and by the special symmetry property that lines of descent representing blocks of individuals coalesce according to the same dynamics as if they were singletons. Same as [7] , in this paper we choose to step back from the special forms (13), (14) of the q entries q(b; k 1 , k 2 , . . . , k r ; s)'s and q(n : 1) derived from the (Ξ, ρ), and analyse Möhle's recursion (12) as an abstract relation between an array of q entries and a function of compositions p. In particular, we ask the following questions, quoted from [7] :
1. For which array of q entries is Möhle's recursion (12) satisfied by the EPPF p of some exchangeable random partition of [n], and is this p uniquely determined?
2. How can such random partitions be characterized probabilistically?
3. Can such random partitions of [n] be consistent as n varies for any other array of q entries besides those derived from (Ξ, ρ) as above?
We stress that in the first two questions the recursion (12) is only required to hold for a single value of n, while in the third question (12) must hold for all n = 1, 2, . . .. The answer to the first question is that for each fixed array of q entries with sum equaling to 1, which will be made precise later in Section 4, Möhle's recursion (12) determines a unique EPPF p for an exchangeable random partition of [n] (Theorem 9). Answering the second question, we characterize the distribution of this random partition in two different ways: firstly as the terminal state of a discrete-time Markovian coalescent process, the generalized freeze-and-merge chain introduced in Section 4, and secondly as the stationary distribution of a partition-valued Markov chain with quite a different transition mechanism, the generalized sample-and-add chain introduced in Section 5. The answer to the third question is positive if we restrict n to some bounded range of values, for some but not all q (see Section 4), but negative if we require consistency for all n (Theorem 13): if an infinite EPPF p solves Möhle's recursion (12) for all n for some non-negative q entries, then q entries must have the form (13), (14) for some (Ξ, ρ). All these results are generalized version of the corresponding ones in [7] . The analysis in this paper follows the same route as [7] , where the authors were guided by a remarkable parallel between the theory of finite and infinite partitions subject to Möhle's recursion and the theory of regenerative partitions developed in [15, 16] . Many of these parallels are summarized in [7, Section 9] . Readers can check [7] for other aspects of this idea.
Coalescents with freeze
Same as [7] , we consider the structure of a partition of a set (respectively, of an integer) with each of its blocks (or parts) assigned one of two possible conditions, which we call active and frozen. We name such a combinatorial object a partially frozen partition of a set or of an integer. Use symbol Σ * n for the pure singleton partition of [n] with all blocks active, and Σ * ∞ for the sequence (Σ * n ) ∞ n=1 . We include the possibilty of all blocks being active or frozen as special cases of partially frozen partitions. Ignoring the conditions of the blocks of a partially frozen partition π * induces an ordinary partition π. The *-shape of a partially frozen partition π * n of [n] is the corresponding partially frozen partition of n, and the ordinary shape is defined in terms of the induced partition π n .
For each positive integer n, we denote P *
[n] the set of all partially frozen partitions of [n]. Let P * ∞ be the set of all partially frozen partitions of N. We identify each element π * ∞ ∈ P * ∞ as the sequence [7] , call a P * ∞ -valued stochastic process (Π * ∞ (t), t ≥ 0) a coalescent if it has càdlàg paths and Π * ∞ (s) is a *-refinement of Π * ∞ (t) for every s < t, meaning that the induced partition Π ∞ (s) is a refinement of Π ∞ (t) and the set of frozen blocks of Π * ∞ (s) is a subset of the set of frozen blocks of Π * ∞ (t). The remaining part of the section gives formal statement about the Ξ-coalescent with freeze, which is the generalization of Λ-coalescent with freeze defined in [7] . The connection between Möhle's model [24] and our realization has been outlined clearly in [7, Section 3] . Definition 2. Call this P * ∞ -valued Markov process directed by a non-negative integer ρ and a non-negative finite measure Ξ on the infinite simplex the Ξ-coalescent freezing at rate ρ, or the (Ξ, ρ)-coalescent for short. Call a (Ξ, ρ)-coalescent starting from state Σ * ∞ a standard Ξ-coalescent freezing at rate ρ, where Σ * ∞ is the pure singleton partition with all blocks active. Consider the finite coalescent with freeze (Π * n (t), t ≥ 0) which is the restriction of a standard Ξ-coalescent freezing at rate ρ to [n]. It is clear that as long as the freezing rate ρ is positive, in finite time the process (Π * n (t), t ≥ 0) will eventually reach a final partition E * n , with all of its blocks in the frozen condition. Set E * ∞ := (E * n ) as the final partition of (Π * ∞ (t), t ≥ 0), and denote its induced partition as E ∞ = (E n ). If we look at the discrete chain embedded in finite Ξ-coalescent freezing at rate ρ, by conditioning on the first transition we can see the following facts: 4 Freeze-and-merge operations.
Following [7, Section 4] , given a continuous time stochastic process X with right continuous piecewise constant path, the jumping process derived from X is the discrete-time process
where T 0 := 0 and T k for k ≥ 1 is the least t > T k−1 such that X(t) = X(T k−1 ), if there is such a t, and T k = T k−1 otherwise. In particular, the finite coalescent with freeze (Π * n (t), t ≥ 0), obtained by restriction to [n] of a Ξ-coalescent freezing at positive rate ρ, is a Markov chain with transition rate d(b; k 1 , k 2 , . . . , k r ; s)λ b;k1,k2,...,kr;s for a (b; k 1 , k 2 , . . . , k r ; s)-collision and rate bρ for a freeze, where b is the number of active blocks at time t and the d(b; k 1 , k 2 , . . . , k r ; s)'s and λ b,k 's are as in (7) and (8); while the jumping process Π * n is then a Markov chain governed by the following freeze-and-merge operation FM n , which acts on a generic partially frozen partition π * n of [n] as follows: if π * n has b > 1 active blocks then
• with probability q(b : k 1 , k 2 , . . . , k r ; s) a selection of active blocks to perform a (b; k 1 , k 2 , . . . , k r ; s)-collision is chosen uniformly at random from d(b; k 1 , k 2 , . . . , k r ; s) total number of possible choices and the (b; k 1 , k 2 , . . . , k r ; s)-collision is then performed as the chosen way;
• with probability q(b : 1) an active block is chosen uniformly at random from b blocks and turned into a frozen block.
where q(b : k 1 , k 2 , . . . , k r ; s)'s and q(b : 1) are of the forms (13), (14) . When b = 1, only the second option is available. As a fact from last section, the continuous time processes Π * n (t) are Markovian and consistent as n varies, meaning that Π * m (t) for m < n coincides with Π * n (t)| m , the restriction of Π * n (t) to [m] .
To view Möhle's recursion (12) in greater generality, we consider this freeze-and-merge operation FM n for n some fixed positive integer, and an array
where (n) can be see seen as generalization of decrement matrix q n in [7, Section 4] . For completeness, we include the propositions and lemmas listed in [7, Section 4] , most of them do not rely on the merging mechanism of freeze-and-merge operations. In particular, Lemma 7 is the key result for this generalized case, and provides the basis for Theorem 9, our main result regarding finite partitions.
Observe that for m = 1, . . . , n the first m entries
of array q It is clear from consistency of the continuous time Ξ-coalescent with freeze (Π * n (t), t ≥ 0) introduced in the last section that for every n the corresponding array q (n) with forms (13) (14) 
Following is the consistency results for array q (n) , which is the generalized version of [7, Lemma 4.4] . The omitted proof uses quite the same idea as that of [7, Lemma 4.4] , by looking at FM b+1 and FM b applied to Σ * b+1 and Σ * b , respectively, and utilizing equation (24) . Lemma 6 then links us between relation (24) and consistency of q (n) .
Lemma 7. An array q (n) with form (20) is consistent if and only if it satisfies the backward recursion:
where l j := #{i : k i = j}, and when s = 0, we say q(b + 1 : k 1 , . . . , k r , 2; s − 1) = 0 even though it is undefined, so that the right hand side of (25) 
The finite EPPF p of (E m ) n m=1 then satisfies Möhle's recursion (12) for all compositions of m ≤ n in the left hand side.
Here is our principal result regarding finite partitions satisfying (12) , which is parallel with [7, Theorem 4.6 ].
Theorem 9. defined by (ii), starting from state Σ * m . Proof. Given q(n : ·) , we can define a consistent array q (n) by the backward recursion (25), (26) .
Then use q (n) to build a sequence of Markov chains: for each m, the chain ( Π m (k), k = 0, 1, 2, . . .) starts from Σ * m and evolves according to FM m . By Lemma 8, the sequence of induced final partitions (E m ) n m=1 of these chains has EPPF p which satisfies recursion (12) . Hence the existence part of (i) follows. The uniqueness in part (i) can be read from results in the next section. The assertions (ii) and (iii) follow directly from this construction.
5 The sample-and-add operation.
Following [7, Section 5], we give Möhle's recursion (12) another interpretation as the system of equations for the invariant probability measure of a particular Markov transition mechanism on partitions of [n], generalized sample-and-add operations, which takes the operations in [7, Section 5] as special forms. As a consequence, the uniqueness in Theorem 9 follows from the uniqueness of this invariant probability distribution.
Fix some positive integer n and a sequence q(n : ·) := {q(n : 1), q(n : k 1 , k 2 , . . . , k r ; s) : r ≥ 1, k i ≥ 2 for i = 1, 2, . . . , r, and
(27) with all entries added up to 1, where the order of index entries k i is neglected. And we always assume q(n : ·) include all q(n : k 1 , k 2 , . . . , k r ; s)'s for all possible indexes {k 1 , k 2 , . . . , k r } by supplementing 0 entries. Let K n be a random element with its distribution according to this sequence q(n : ·), i.e. K n equals to 1 with probability q(n : 1), and equals to set {k 1 , . . . , k r } with probability q(n : k 1 , k 2 , . . . , k r ; s).
Consider the following sample-and-add random operation on P [n] , denoted as SA n . We regard a generic random partition Π n ⊢ [n] as a random allocation of balls labeled 1, . . . , n to some set of nonempty boxes, which the operation SA n transforms into some other random allocation Π ′ n . Given Π n = π n ,
• if K n = 1, first delete a single ball picked uniformly at random from the balls allocated according to π n , to make an intermediate partition of some set of n − 1 balls, then add to this intermediate partition a single box containing the deleted ball.
• if K n = {k 1 , . . . , k r }, first pick out a sequence of k 1 − 1 of the n balls from π n by uniform random sampling without replacement and put these k 1 − 1 balls together as set #1; continue to pick out a sequence of k 2 − 1 of the remaining n − k 1 + 1 balls by uniform random sampling withour replacement and put these k 2 − 1 balls together as set #2; keep doing these until we get r set of balls marked as #1, #2, . . . , #r.
Then mark a ball chosen uniformly from the remaining n − r i=1 k i + r balls as ball #1, continue to mark a ball chosen uniformly from remaining n − r i=1 k i + r − 1 unmarked balls as ball #2, keep doing these until we marked r balls. Now for each i = 1, 2, . . . , r, add all balls in set #i into the box containing ball #i.
In either case delete empty boxes in case any appear after the sampling step. The resulting partition of [n] is Π 
(Note that the right side of (28) is identical to the right side of Möhle's recursion (12) .) Proof. Let K n be a random element with its distribution according to the sequence q(n : ·), i.e. K n equals to 1 with probability q(n : 1), and equals to set {k 1 , . . . , k r } with probability q(n : k 1 , k 2 , . . . , k r ; s). For each partition π ′ n of [n] we can compute
Assuming that π ′ n has boxes of sizes n 1 , . . . , n ℓ , and that the SA n operation acts on an exchangeable Π n with EPPF p, we deduce (28) from (29) and
First consider (31) . By the definition, every η in H (n1,...,n ℓ ) {k1,...,kr} induces a class of ways to allocate sets of sampled balls into boxes of π ′ n with which the result (Π ′ n = π ′ n ) is possible after the SA n operation.
With the particular class of allocation indicated by η, the actual sequence of labels of sampled and marked balls, in order of choice, can be any one of
Given any particular order of sampling and marking balls, let M P r j=1 kj −r be the set of labels of the 
. The conditional probability of (Π ′ n = π ′ n ), given K n equalling to some {k 1 , . . . , k r } and a particular order of sampling and marking balls with which the SA n operation is performed, is therefore
by the assumed exchangeability of Π n , and the definition of the EPPF p of Π n on compositions of m ≤ n by restriction of Π n to subsets of size m.
Also by the definition of H (n1,...,n ℓ ) {k1,...,kr } , some choices η's are counted once although they appear different here because of the labeling of elements in set {k 1 , . . . , k r }, e.g. ({1, 2}, {3}), ({2, 3}, {1}) and ({1, 3}, {2}) are counted as one thing in H (6, 3) {3,3,3} , but here since the balls are labeled according to the order they are sampled and marked, the repetition we eliminated in defining H (n1,...,n ℓ ) {k1,...,kr} actually leads to different ways of sampling and adding, so we want to count these in by multiplying n j=2 l j l η1,j , l η2,j , . . . , l η ℓ ,j where l j = #{i : k i = j}, l ηm,j := #{i : k ηm(i) = j} for j = 2, . . . , n and m = 1, . . . , ℓ. Now the evaluation (31) is apparent, and (30) too is apparent by a similar but easier argument.
The following proposition follows from above lemma and similar argument as in [7] .
Proposition 11. For each sequence q(n : ·) as (27) (12) , that is (28) with p ′ = p.
Infinite partitions
Same as [7, Section 6] , in this section we pass from finite partitions to the projective limit, and arrive at the desired integral representation of infinite array q ∞ satisfying recursion (25) , (26) . We get the main result which is the infinite counterpart of Theorem 9, and can be seen as generalized version of [7, Theorem 6.2] .
An infinite sequence of freeze-and-merge operations FM := (FM n , n = 1, 2, . . .) which satisfies the condition in Definition 5 for all positive integers 1 ≤ m < n < ∞ is called consistent. For each n = 1, 2, . . . the Markov chain starting from Σ * n and driven by FM n terminates with an induced final partition Π n . These comprise an infinite partition Π ∞ = (Π n ) ∞ n=1 which we call the final partition associated with consistent infinite FM.
Lemma 12. For every infinite array q ∞ := (q(1 : ·), q(2 : ·), . . . , q(n : ·), . . .)
where q(1 : ·) = {q(1 : 1)} = {1} (33) and for b > 1, q(b : ·) are as in (22) , with entries satisfying the recursion (25) , (26) , there exist a non-negative finite measure on the infinite simplex with the form Ξ = Ξ 0 + aδ 0 , where Ξ 0 has no atom at zero and δ 0 is a unit mass at zero, and a non-negative real number ρ such that the entries of q ∞ can be represented by (Ξ, ρ) as (13) , (14) . The data (Ξ, ρ) are unique up to a positive factor.
Proof. Suppose q solves the recursion (25) , (26) , and suppose q(2 : 2; 0) < 1. Let Φ(n), n = 1, 2, . . . satisfy Φ(n) Φ(n + 1) = 1 − 1 n + 1 q(n + 1 : 1) − 2 n + 1 q(n + 1 : 2; n − 1)
for n ≥ 1; since the right hand side is strictly positive this recursion has a unique solution with some given initial value Φ(1) = ρ, where ρ > 0. For each q(n; k 1 , k 2 , . . . , k r ; s) set λ n;k1,k2,...,kr ;s := q(n : k 1 , k 2 , . . . , k r ; s) d(n; k 1 , k 2 , . . . , k r ; s) Φ(n) then from (34) and (25), we can derive (9): λ n;k1,k2,...,kr;s = r i=1 λ n;k1,...,ki−1,ki+1,ki+1,...,kr;s + sλ n+1;k1,k2,...,kr ,2;s−1 + λ n+1;k1,k2,...,kr;s+1
then by [37, Lemma 18] and [37, Theorem 2] we conclude (8), hence (13) holds for some non-negative finite measure on the infinite simplex with the form Ξ = Ξ 0 + aδ 0 , where Ξ 0 has no atom at zero and δ 0 is a unit mass at zero, From (26) we find ρ = Φ(1)q(1 : 1) 1 = · · · = Φ(n)q(n : 1) n = · · · , hence by setting Φ(n : 1) := ρn we deduce (14) . For the special case q(2 : 2; 0) = 1, it is easy to observe that ρ = 0, and we get Ξ = δ 0 by similar analysis.
Recording this lemma together with previous results, we have the following result, which is the counterpart of [ (ii) This array is representable as (13) , (14) by some nontrivial (Ξ, ρ) which is unique up to a positive factor, as claimed in Lemma 12.
(ii) This Π ∞ is induced by the final partition of some standard Ξ-coalescent freezing at rate ρ. 
with induction in m = 2, 3, . . . , n− 1, it is clear that entries with form q(n : m; n− m), 2 ≤ m ≤ n− 1 are also uniquely determined by p. Similarly, if we look at the equation (12) with p(m, l, 1, . . . , 1), 2 ≤ m, l ≤ n, m + l ≤ n on the left hand side, by induction in m, l, we can deduce that entries with form q(n : m, l; n − m − l) are uniquely determined by p as well. Same mechanism can be carried on to conclude that all entries of q ∞ are uniquely determined by p. The uniqueness fails when q(2 : 1) = 0, which corresponds to the case with no freezing, in that case the singleton partition will be the final partition regardless of the coalescing theme.
